1. First and foremost is Non – Christians. A Bible Trek is primarily a non

threatening evangelistic tool to bring people to Christ. It is not designed
for mature believers (not that they can’t benefit from this study). The
following are groups of people to concentrate on:

•
•
•
•
•

Skeptics.
Regular church attendees where the social atmosphere is stressed rather
than an emphasis on biblical teaching.
People who have been hurt by religion (maybe the best group of all).
People going through rough times (divorce, death in the family, financial
hardships etc.).
People you know are not believers.

1. The second group is new or "Baby Christians" (note: this may be

someone who has been saved for twenty years but has never matured in
Christ). Why? Our goal is to turn on the afterburners and take advantage
of their new found faith to create a zeal to tell others. Most Christians get
their biblical knowledge spoon fed to them in "snippets" with a mixture
of Sunday school stories and sermonettes. Maybe their total knowledge
is the result of Sunday school stories designed to keep them quiet for 45
minutes while their parents enjoyed their Sunday school. The Bible is
full of wonders and the Bible Trek is designed purposely to unveil some
of those wonders.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

In chronological order,
Addressing the hard issues like evolution, the Tribulation or the Jewish
perspective.
Spanning the whole bible in a very short time span.
With the scientific evidence that enhances our faith in the bible.
Or understanding the nature of what it really means to be a Christian vs.
being religious.

First, on average only about 50% of the people you invite will commit to
coming, It is a good idea to call all who have committed during the week
before the first Bible Trek , because many who say they are coming were
really brushing you off. Don’t take offense at this. Everything is in
God’s timing. We have done Bible Treks for as few as two people, but in
2 of the 3 times that happened, each couple has gone on to lead many
others to Christ. Numbers aren’t where it’s at …Impact is.
You will more than likely feel some attack on you or your family. This
may come in the form of horrendously difficult days and weeks leading
up to the Bible Trek, family member problems, financial strain and
possibly verbal abuse from some you invite. Take extreme joy in this. It
is your sign that you have invaded the enemies territory and he is upset.
You are doing exactly what God has asked.
You should experience doubts like " Who do I think I am in inviting
these people?", "Why would anyone want to come to this for five weeks
if they are not a Christian?" Or " I can’t invite them or they’ll think I am
accusing them of not being a believer." Again, this is the enemy
attacking. Expect it and keep on doing what you are doing.
Experience has taught us that those you think will come usually don’t
and those who you think won’t - will. Again, God is at work, not you.
He will lead those to come.

1. Something about eating together not only creates a better casual

atmosphere, it allows new friendships to take form.
2. Many Bible Treks continue on afterward as bible studies because the
experience has brought about a unified group who can’t conceive of not
continuing to go on in their new thirst for Christ and the fellowship of
being with other believers. (PST….God may be moving you into leading
this)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Paper plates, plastic tableware, cups and napkins.
Salt & Pepper.
Coffee (decaf is usually better since most Bible Treks take place at
night).
Ice tea (especially in the south) or drinks.

Seating arrangements for all (be aware of elderly needs in respect to
seating and proximity to bathrooms etc.).
Name Tags.
Extra Bibles if possible.
Parking availability (you may need to warn your neighbors – also a great
way to approach them and invite them.).
Pad of paper to write down names and phone numbers in case of a
change of plans.

Many times we have people join us for a lesson they may have missed at
a previous Bible Trek– leave room for this.
Be aware that some people check the first one out before committing and
also some will want to ask their friends but will wait until after the first
one. Be prepared for a larger crowd on the second night (we will review
the lesson from the week before).
On the 5th night we could have a lot more due to people wanting to really
know about this exciting area of biblical study.
Be thinking about whether to do pot luck or salads the first 4 lessons.
Typically on the last one we try and make it special by providing a main
meat (brisquit and sausage BBQ’d, Fajitas etc.) You may want to bear

this expense yourself and have everyone bring the fixings or simply ask
for a $2-3 donation and still bring the fixing’s – all work well.

•

The week leading up to the first Bible Trek call all who have committed,
if you expect a lower turnout ask them to bring a friend.
Pray – there is no more powerful thing you can do to prepare.
Check on borrowing chairs and/or tables from your church

•

Pray

•
•

